Loving one another. Learning for our future .
‘Our school community is inspired by the parable of the Good Samaritan from the Bible ( Luke
10:25-37), where we are encouraged to love one another with courage and compassion. Through
friendship, kindness and thoughtfulness, we will nurture each other to learn and
flourish as individuals.’

www.scwsm.rbkc.sch.uk

Living our Vision

08 October 2021

Harvest Festival in St Cuthbert’s Church

SPECIAL DATES
 Half Term25th—29th
October

Year 6’s Blog
Welcome to year 6’s amazing blog!
In English, we have been learning about the advantages and the disadvantages of different media, which are a book, a play and a film.
We watched a play and a film trailer and read the book called war
horse and it was written by Michael Morpurgo. After, we discussed about the advantages and
the disadvantages in telling the story of war horse in different media. E.g. advantages of a book
is that you can create your own image in your head, this is called imagery. The advantage of a
play is that it’s live. For a film, it’s told from a different perspective.

Achille YN “We made
our owl after we read
the Owl Babies book. I
helped glue the paper
and feathers.”

In Math, we have been learning about long multiplication, four by two, three by two and four
by one. We also did word problems where we were asked to solve harder questions like, ‘Use
all the digit cards in the calculation to make the closest possible number to a certain number.’
In DT, we made structures with lollipop sticks as bracing to hold heavy objects like the Bible.
We used blue tack to stick the lollipop sticks together to form bracing such as, triangularbracing, v-bracing and inverted v bracing.
In Spanish, we have been learning about how to describe your physical appearance e.g. our
hair colour, our face accesorise, our eyes and our height.
In RE, we have been learning about marriage non-negotiables. For example, always treat your
partner with respect and kindness and never harm your partner emotionally or physically. We
also watched a video about a wedding which happened in a church.

Madeline YR “I made
my ‘confused’ feeling
from ‘The Colour Monster’ and wrote my
name.”

Thank you for reading. By Ryan and Rhys

St Cuthbert with St Matthias CE School

“Skill is only developed by hours and
hours of work.” Usain Bolt
Elyaa Y3 “In English we learnt about
instructions for cooking. We used imperative verbs, Which are bossy words.
E.g. Heat up, measure, mix, stir and
bake.”

Giya and Sarah Y4
were awarded the
head teacher’s
golden stickers for
their excellent
writing on the
Royal Opera
House trip.

Year 5’s Blog
Welcome to year5’s blog!
In English, we learnt about a text call
Hunted. It’s about a man in a forest
who was running away from
someone/something and he was jumping over ditches.
We made a storyboard for a prequel for the story
‘Hunted’. We then thought of ideas for our prequel. We
also examined the text and underlined the verbs and the
hunted’s feelings.
In Maths, we learnt about areas and perimeters of regular and irregular shapes. We also calculated areas and
perimeters. We used the formula A=lxw to find an area
of a shape to solve word problems. We began estimate
the area of a regular shape.

In DT, we made a bottlenose dolphin using the cardboard shaped coco bean. We used tape, cardboard ,blue
paint, white paint, glue and paper for the dolphin’s eyes.
By Imogen and Jennifer

Good Samaritan
Our Good Samaritans this week
are Fanuel Y5 for helping others
during school trip, making good
choices and behaving responsibly. Khalid Y6 for asking to
do extra English and Maths and helping
others during learning. Finn for going
over and beyond to care for and include
other students in our class. Your
kindness is so inspiring.

HEADTEACHER’S LETTER
Dear St Cuthbert children and parents,

With great and energetic happenings in our school garden,
it is finally time for us to give
thanks for our abundant Harvest – and what better way to
do this than to visit (once
again) our St Cuthbert
Church for a Harvest Collective Worship celebration.
And with our huge courgettes
(now marrows) and plentiful
potatoes taking part in our
soup-making today, we have
certainly enjoyed our thanksgiving as an all school-daylong activity. Having sharpened their soup-making skills
in school, hopefully masterchefs will be returning home
for the weekend armed with a
courgette soup recipe to try
out on their family members!
We eagerly look forward to
an update from parents at our school gate on Monday morning….
A great thank you to our many parents who have supported our
Harvest celebration in Church today; it is wonderful to resume
our regular school activities once more - just like old times.
In closing, I would like to share our creatures - made by children in all our classes - to show our thankfulness for all the
creatures in our world. As we are learning in Earth Hour each
week, our planet is an intricate web of life, and each of our
amazing creatures has a special place in this web. Our Harvest
celebration each year reminds us that we benefit in so many
ways when this web of life is cared for and attentively nurtured!
So with thankful hearts we head into our weekend – with perhaps even a warm and nutritious bowl of soup waiting for us
just around the corner…

Best wishes,
Gill Putterill and the St Cuthbert Teaching Team

Sonia Y1 “In Science we are naming
body parts and matched with each of our
senses. With our eyes we see and ears we
hear.”

Keira Y2 “For my
Science project I made
a bug house after I
took a walk in the
park. I took pictures of
bugs and drew some
more at home. I also
wrote facts about the
bugs.”

Year 4’s Blog
Year 4’s exciting blog!
In English we have been learning about grammar adverbs which are words that describe the
verb. E.g. Fell softly, run quickly and won triumphantly.
In Maths we completed our bronze medal Challenge of
multiplication number table. We also did number problems, which was hard because they contained questions
like, what is 52? And write two factors of twelve.
In DT we analysed a variety of money containers. We wrote
our likes and dislikes of objects we looked at. We liked the
leather container because of its safety. And disliked the
china container because its colour and fragility.
In Spanish we are learning to count up to 30. We also drew
a house and annotated different parts of the house in
Spanish. Door=la puetra, window= la laveentna, bathroom= el bano. We also learnt family members. Grandma=
abuela, grandpa=abuelo and uncle=tio. Mrs Celero askes
us how we are feeling and we answer in Spanish if we are
good= muy bien, if not good= muy mal. By Abdul and Nahom
Ola Y1 “We are making a penguin to
take to church. We painted it black and
white.”
Ashley Y3
“In Science we made paper
skeletons to help us learn
about our body parts and
our bones. Did you know the
strongest
bone in
our
body is the femur
bone which is found
in our legs.”

This Week’s Attendance
Useful Information to Parents
The NSPCC website is full of useful information on how to keep children safe
online.

NSPCC
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keepingchildren-safe/online-safety/

Our fantastic animals from all classes
made as part of our Earth Hour learning. Can you guess the animals?
Gaia Y2
“We practised two
songs called ‘Let it
Shine’ and ‘Our
God is a Great Big
God’. We also made
a penguin to take to
the harvest Festival
at St Cuthbert
church. On Friday
we are going to make soup.”

Class Attendance
Y5

98.7%

Y3

95.2%

Y2

92.0%

Y1

91.6%

Y4

89.5%

Y6

89.3%

YR

83.7%

YN

82.5%

Total

90.3%

STAR LEARNERS OF THE
WEEK

Congratulations to you all!
YN Vega
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For attempting to write letters of his name with chalk.

YR Madeline For telling her version of
event of the story of Adam
and Eve, she recalled it in
chronological order.

Y1 Talia

For always trying her best
in all subjects.

Y1 Mesbah

For his beautiful
handwriting.

Y2 Sarah

For making her best effort in all subjects.

Y2 Raya

For working so hard on her
writing.

Y3 Gabriel

For always following the
4Cs.

Y3 Makhseb For an excellent presentation in Earth Hour.

Y4 Whole
Class

For great effort on their
RE collage about Moses.

Y4 Giya and For writing details and picSarah R tures of trip to Royal Opera
House.

Y5 Fanuel

For trying really hard in
all subjects.

Y5 Lea

For making a steady progress in her handwriting.

Y6 Aya

For always following the
4Cs.

Y6 Mustafa

For an exemplary presentation in maths.

PRIMARY SCHOOL

Our school can look
back at over a century
of
providing
an
excellent education for
the children of our
community. We have
the highest expectations of each one of
our children and we
work to ensure that
every child leaves our
school having gained
all the important skills
and knowledge that
will help them become
successful in their
future life.

YN Leo D

For her fantastic recount
of the story of Adam and
Eve.

CHURCH OF

Originally founded as a
choir school for St
Matthias Church, our
school has a rich
heritage of education
within the context of a
Christian framework.

Congratulations to you all!

YR My

WITH ST MATTHIAS
ENGLAND

For telling the Owl Babies
story and drawing a fabulous picture.

PRESENTATION HOTSHOTS
OF THE WEEK

There will be exciting prizes, for the right answer to this week’s puzzle
handed in on Thursday. Please write your name and answer on a
separate piece of paper. Good luck!

Puzzle time

Well Done

Imogen Y5, for getting the
right answer for last week’s
puzzle.

Answer to last week’s puzzle
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